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Barrister's Ball
Dissention and
Confusion
A· Swvey, a $500 De[XJsi~ and a
ConstitutionalAmbiguity Create
a Gigantic Mess for the SBA
By SA COLE,
Editor-In-Chief
Any casual glance at
fifty years' worth of old Opin
ions, the unofficial archive of
UB Law, will reveal that one
entity at this school has always
been a hotbed of contention
and debate. That entity is the
Student Bar Association, the
elected body that plans events,
facilitates relations between
the Administration and stu
dents, and determines the ap
portionment of our student
activity fee. For years, the
SBA has been rife with alter
nate bouts of apathy and ag
gression. This year is no dif
ferent.
At the beginning of the
year, the SBA elections were
a sporadically participated-in
event. Only the IL class ran
more candidates than actual
seats to be filled on the SBA.
Only one upperclassman both
ered to fill out a petition sheet,
instead of avoiding collecting
the requisite signatures by run
ning as a write-in. And al
though this is the third month
of the semester, the SBA
(which nominally meets bi
weekly) has only convened
two times.
And yet, the organiza
tion has accomplished much
of what it was created to do.
Events, such as last month's
Octoberfest, have been
planned, occurred, and
deemed successful. Groups
chartered by the organization,
from the Opinion, to the
Criminal Law Society, Moot
Court, or Law Review, have
been active, all with adminis
trative assistance from the
SBA.
President Tonya
Guzman has reported meeting
with Dean Olsen, bringing the
concerns of the students to the
head of the law school. A
phone directory is being as
sembled. The Barristers Ball

"Vi Veri Veniversum Vivus Vici"
is in the works.
This last event, however,
is the catalyst of this year's req
uisite bout of SBA dissent.
Aside from the argument and
egos that naturally accompany
any democratic body (and re
ally, would we want it any other
way?), the planning of this
year's Barrister's Ball .has led
to the possible commission of
an actual violation of the rules
that govern us all. A $500 de
posit for Samuel's Grande
Manor, the location used last
year and now booked for this
year's Ball, was pushed
through the financial machin
ery of the SBA and Sub Board
over October Break. ·
According to the SBA
Constitution, Section 6, alause
E: "The Board, absent a quo
rum, may perform such non
discretionary functions as are
expressly mandated by the
Constitution or By-Laws, but
under no circumstances shall
the Board consider any motion
concerning finance, affiliation
or discipline, nor any resolu
tion. All functions not fully
executed shall be subject re
view by a quorum." The by
laws make no mention of how
earmarked funding for the Ball
can be spent: . does the Ball
committee have to vote on it,
or is it a· fund to be used at the
discretion of the people head
ing the committee?
Based on the activity of
years past (the author refers
specifically to the first SBA
meeting she ever attended,
back in the Fall of 1996), the
entire SBA has been consulted
before decisions (and deposits)
have been made regarding the
location of the Ball. This year,
the decision was made without
such a vote, but that was also
true of last year, according to
one former member of the
SBA.
Last week, 2L SBA rep
resentative David Polak sent
the Opinion a submission en
titled: "Is the SBA a Dictator
ship?" In that letter, Polak ac
cused SBA President Tonya
Guzman of several violations
of SBA by-laws. President
Guzman then wrote a response,
pointing out that planning the
ball was the function of the
committee, and that you can't

Continued on page 4

Outstanding
Orators
Speak Out on
Desmond
Victory
By SA COLE.
Editor-In-Chief

2Ls Rachel Trapp and Leslie Swift

On Saturday, October
23, UB Law's Desmond Moot
Court Board held their final
round of competition, and 2L<;
Leslie Swift and Rachel Trapp
were declared the winners of
the 1998 competition. This
year's case was PGA v. Casey
Martin, which involved golfer
Casey Martin and his
Disability Act-based law suit to
enter the PGA competition
aided by a golf cart. Late last
week, the Opinion interviewed
these two law students about
their experience.
Both expressed re
lieve that the brief writing and
various rounds of competition
were over. "It was very
overwhelming, very time
consuming," said Trapp. " I
have a lot of work to catch up
on now--work that I put off
during the competition. Even
though we won, I don't know
if I could do it again."
"I'm glad it was
closed research,'.' Swift said,
commenting on the Desmond
practice of limiting cases and
applicable law to the doc
umentation enclosed in a single
packet. "It was an enormous
packet, but at least it was all
there in front of you."
The two then turned
to the atmosphere of the
competition.
"I don't feel like there
was any kind of hostility, or
any kind of competition,"
Swift said, "especially in the
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final round, because Andy
Zakrocki and Brian
McGrath are two of my
good friends. Personally,
all I wanted to do
throughout this whole thing
is make the Board.
"I didn't expect to
make it to the final round.
That morning, I just wanted
to stipulate: 'can't they just
win'! Do I have to go up
again'!' I didn't feel any
competitive vibes from the
other team."
Trapp agreed with
this statement: "I wouldn't
have had any problem
losing to anyone we
competed against-
especially Brian andAndy."
In the finals, the
Trapp/Swift team argued for
Casey Martin, on brief.
Swift had this to say about
selecting which side of the
appellate argument to
choose when drafting a
brief:
"I think some of
my friends chose to write
the brief for the defendants,
which was PGA, and then
arguing off-brief, that
argument is laid out for you.
I think I personally had a
hard time getting my off
brief argument-practicing it, Rachel and I
agree that when we did go
off brief, we felt really good
about it."
Trapp agreed,
saying, "I told Leslie, I
wouldn't mind going into
the final round being off
brief. We argued our semi
final off-brief, and won."
Trapp then pointed out,
however, that many who
argued the case for the PGA
felt that the unsympathetic
nature of their client's
argument may have cost
them victory.
"Apparently not
too many people won
arguing for the PGA, so.. .l
think there were some
concerns. I heard from
other competitors that they
thought it was unfair that
people were being judged
by whether they were PGA
or [Casey Martin], just
because they had the harder

Continued on page 5

Listen To Your
Heart
By PETER DEWIND
Local prosecutor tells
students there is no substitute for
genuine interest and practical ex
perience when pursuing a crimi
nal law career.
On Wednesday night,
October 5 th , the Criminal Law
Society sponsored a panel discus
sion on criminal prosecution and
defense. About 40 students
turned out to hear representatives
from the FBI, the U.S. Attorney
General's Office and the Erie
County District Attorney's Office.
Unfortunately, only one of these
agencies was able to attend the
panel. The pursuit of Dr.
Slepian 's killer prevented the FBI
representative from appearing.
He reportedly will speak to the
law students at some point in the
future. The representative from
the U.S. Attorney General's Of
fice was absent for' reasons un
known, having not canceled or
called. Hopefully, this person is
all right and was not beset by any
tragedy on the way to our forum.
This
left
Peter
Weinmann as the sole speaker on
the panel which quickly became
a frank question and answer ses
sion on what it takes to become a
criminal prosecutor.
Mr.
Weinmann is the Chief of Narcot
ics at the Erie County District
Attorney's Office and a Special
Assistant U.S. Attorney. After
graduating from the Benjamin
Cardozo School of Law he se
cured a judicial clerkship in Roch-

Continued on page 7
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Thomas Jefferson: Genius. Redhead. Mis cegenis t?
"Knowing that the
greatest of our Founding Fa
thers was a practicing
miscegenist should energize
the recent shift away from the
either-or definition of 'race'
that has historically under
pinned the caste-like segrega
tion of African-Emericans,
toward a more blended and
self-chosen defi~ition of
group identity. "
--Orlando Patterson,
The New York Times, Mon
day, November 2, upon DNA
evidence being released show
ing that descendents of slave
Sally Hemings are related to
descendents of Thomas
Jefferson. The evidence con
firms the Jong-held suspicion
of many historians that
Jefferson and Hemings had a
quasi-marital relationship.
First of all, let me just
say this: You can't blame her
for sleeping with him, ' cause
he was a total hottie. That red
hair, that noble profile, those
long legs (Jefferson was over
six feet--that 's quite a lot of
man for the 18th century) ...not
to mention, being able to craft
political poetry powerful
enough to start a new nation.
And, aside from his es
sential, knicker-clad eroti
cism, he must've been one hell
of a persuasive seducer. Tho
mas Jefferson: the guy wrote

the document that convinced
men to spend a winter in Val
ley Forge and a summer under
seige on Bunker Hill, while si
multaneously
insp1nng
France to be nice to us. I ask
you, ladies and gentlemen:
could you have resisted him?
Between Thomas Jeff
erson, Benjamin Franklin, and
Thomas Paine, there were a lot
of honeyed tongues that went
into the Revolution; no one can
deny the erotic power of hav
ing the chutzpah to tell George
III just where he can stick it...so
it's no wonder they were all
philanderers . There's just
something sexy about insurrec
tion.
That being said, we have
no assurances that the woman
had any choice in the matter.
Only the most sheltered of the
most sheltered still think that
female slaves only had sex with
male slaves. Almost everyone
has figured out why lighter
skinned slaves were given
easier, and coveted, positions
as house servents: they were
the plantation owner 's chil
dren. And it doesn 't take much
imagination to envision a
slave-owner, thinking of
women as his chattel, feeling
that a night bumping elbows in
the slave quarters was not also
his right, but a further confir
mation of his status as a prop-

WE qor LETTERS!

erty owner.
Human relations gener
ally (although not always) be
ing a mish-mash of ambigu
ities, consortiums forged be
tween slaves and masters
might not always have been as
polemic as we would tend to
think. What happens to the
"master" who falls in love with
his "slave?"
Some historians have
posited that falling in Jove is
just what Thomas Jefferson did
with his slave, Sally Hemings.
To prove this, these his
torians cite various things :
Heming's wit, her sophistica
tion, her beauty. They point
out that Hemings acquired her
jeane sais quoi while growing
up in the house of a wealthy
plantation owner.
This status also leads to
another observation: as a house
servant, Hemings was in fact
the daughter of her mother's
owner. Who was that owner?
Thomas Jefferson's wife's fa
ther: Jefferson's wife and
Hemings were half-sisters.
There is vast agreement
that Jefferson's affair with
Hemings did not begin until
after the death of his wife, a
wife to whom Hemings had
more than just a casual resem
blance. Once his wife died,
Jefferson, heartbroken, offered
to serve as ambassador to

France (several years before
his presidency), and he took
Hemings with him. Many as
sert that Paris is the place
where their love affair began,
and some historians say that
this affair united Jefferson and
Hemings through his Presi
dency, and the birth of
Hemings' five children.
Of course, even more
historians, over the years, have
flew into blustering heights of
scholarly rage if one dared as
sert that a Father of Our Na
tion was shtupping a slave, and
that he sired her welps. Many
"official" (read : white)
Jefferson descendents have
gone on the record disclaiming
any relation to "those people."
To do them credit, many other
Jefferson descendents have
been heard to say that it was
possible, and, if you looked at
old photos, even probable.
With the wonder of
DNA evidence, and a few will
ing blood samples from both
sides of the family, the relation
ship has now been confirmed
-at least to the point of a union
that created one of Hemings'
sons. Some are shocked. Oth
ers are gratified.
To be frank, I am elated.
I have always had a thing for
Thomas Jefferson, you see.
Most of my above comments
about his being "sexy" and

tainly an act of violence
against America. OUTLAW
serves as a welcoming haven
for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
trangendered at U.B. Law
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - nounced hate crime and spe School. However, few safe
In Response to the Oc crime" against a gay "brother" cifically cited bias crimes ·places exist on other cam
tober 7, Wyoming's Hate is an outrage to the University against gays. He stated "Such puses or within our nation.
One solution attempt
Crime ...
of Bufffalo's OUTLAW, les crimes, committed solely be
ing
to
combat the problem of
The October brutal mur bian,
gay,
bisexual, cause the victims have a dif
hate
crimes
against gays have
der of Mathew Shepard in trangendered and friends mem ferent skin color or a different
Laramie, Wyoming is an out bership. We grieve with the faith or are gays or lesbians been a series of states which
rage. He was beaten on Octo Laramie community and leave deep scars not only on have enacted hate crime laws
the victims but on the larger which cover sexual orienta
ber 7 by Aaron McKinney and Shepard's family.
Russell Henderson, whose
Although violent crime community . .. they are acts of tion. Federal laws, which
charges of first degree murder, is declining in America, re violence against America it govern the prosecution of
hate crimes, do not apply to
kidnapping, and aggravated ported crime based on sexual self."
crimes
based on sexual orien~
The gruesome murder in
battery were motivated by orientation rose forty two per
Continued on page 5
homophobia. Their "hate cent between 1991 and 1995 Laramie, Wyoming was cer-
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President Clinton has
been consistently against hate
crimes. In a weekly radio ad
dress last June, Clinton de-
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whatnot had a tongue-in-cheek
tone to them, I know, but be
lieve me, when I think about
Jefferson, my tongue rarely
wants to stay in my cheek.
There was such a force about
him, such· a compulsion to
write and create, that his pow
ers of attraction haven't dulled
much over the last two centu
ries.
Further, and like many
of my fellow countrymen, I
have a reverence for the depth
and foresight of his writing, the
clarity of his compostion, the
integrity of his vision.
Through eloquence and cour
age, he brought forth a new
philosophy, a new nation, and
a new standard of political
thought.
And nothing could make
it more perfect than knowing
that, after all, he was in some
ways a hypocrite and coward
-at best. Or, a rapist and de
filer--at worst. That I choose
to believe Jefferson loved
Hemings is my own romantic
folly, and betrays my need to
believe in sentiment.
Why many are shocked
about all this is something of
a mystery to me: after all, the
man owned slaves. He was a
product of the morality of his
times. Is it any more shock
ing that he would have felt the
need to hide a relationship
with a slave, even if he found
that relationship fulfilling, im 
portant, or beautiful?
I like my heroes flawed.
And like the quote I selected
above, I think the confirmation
of Thomas Jefferson's ro
mance with Sally Heming's is
a providential place for a new
philosophy, one that realizes
race (a non-deterministic fac
tor) is only a convenient term
for culture (something one can
voluntarily belong to). What
"race" do Sally Hemings' de
scendants belong to? It's trite,
but we all know the answer:
the human race.
Yes, this country has a
class war. It has ideological
wars. But race war is conflict
built on a false construct.
And there's nothing like
a little historical poontang to
make that point all the more
clear.
Enjoy this week's Opin
ion.

Advertising Liaison ............ ................ ...Vincent Gregory
S.A. Cole
Editor-In-Chief

The Opinion, SUNY at Bu!Ialo Amherst campus, 7 John Lord O ' Brian Hall, Buffalo, New York 14260, (716) 645-2147, is published
weekly throughout the Fall and Spring Semesters. The Opinion is the student newspaper of the State University of New York School of
Law. Copyright 1998 by the Opinion, SBA. Any reproduction of materials herein is strictly prohibited without the express consent of the
Editor-In-Chief and piece writer.
Submission deadlines for all articles are every Wednesday preceding publication (if it 's on disk, you can push it to layout time on Thursday...no
later that 6:00 PM, please). Submissions should be saved in IBM Word perfect 5.1; please enclose printed copy for safety's sake. Write your
box number on your disk if you want it returned. The Opinion is printed at the Buffalo Newspress.
While the Opinion will not print libelous or anonymous material, all submissions shall be printed entirely and exactly (so proofread your
materials), provided they are signed submissions from a member of the UB Law community (students, faculty, staff, alumni).
,

The Opinion in no way endorses the viewpoinL~ of its various columnists and contributors. Considering that the Opinion isn't actually a
sentient being, it also doesn't think there's anything wrong with any viewpoint expressed in this publication. Vi Veri Veniversum Vivus Vici.
"We have a First Amendment and we know how to use it."
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the polls a few days before the elec
tion, and the political advantages
they already enjoyed in Congress,

REPUBIJCAN
DEBACLE
By PETER NICELY
"What happened?"
and "Who should we
blame?" These are the two
questions that every Re
publican Party member is
asking every other Repub
lican Party member today.
One article had Republi
cans claiming that when a
ship runs aground on a reef,
it is the person highest up
in the chain of command
who should bear the re
sponsibility for the losses,
that would be Newt.
Somehow, it just does not
seem very logical or stable
for an entire political party,
arguably the most powerful
one in the world, to go from
Clinton bashing on one day
to Newt bashing on the
next. This seems to be par
ticularly true when what led
to the Republicans' net loss
in elections across the
country was the last minute
decision (made by some
unnamed
Republican
leader) to spend the remain
ing hundreds of millions of
dollars from an overloaded
political war chest on
Clinton bashing campaign
ads.
Americans like their
politics straight-up and un
adulterated by the personal;
an unspoken code says that
when the whistle blows at
the end of the day, all the
politicians can shake hands
and go home to their per
sonal lives. Sure, mud
slinging is often an effec- ·
tive tactic. But pointless,
malicious slander is over
kill that more-often-than
not backfires in the face of
those who are Neanderthal
enough to pull this inhuman
weapon off of their cave
wall.
These last minute
personal attacks on Clinton
did not necessarily cause
the Republican losses. The
one did follow the other,
but it seems to me that the
election results might be
function of the ~lectorate's
perception of a much more
sinister motive underlying
the ad hominim attacks on
the person elected as our
president. There is nothing
new about the lack of sub
stance or the divisive strat
egies or the personal at
tacks. This election was a
new low not previously
stooped to by the slimiest
of muckrakers.
Namely, people are
- afraid that in a two party
system, we may soon end
up with one of those parties
in control of the Federal
Government. The Ameri-
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they didn't
need to stick
their necks
out. They
didn't need
to make a
power grab,
or attempt
to gain seats
to stop the
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can people may be becoming
a less well-educated elector
ate and less civic-minded and
conscious of the subversive,
underhanded political back
stabbing that goes on in the
political arena. But they are
not yet to the point of accept
ing an attempt to remove the
president, who they elected,
from office for a personal in-

discretion. And although they
may not realize it, they still rec
ognize lust for power and still
have a fear for the tyranny of the
"majority" What is the point of
trying to defrock the president?
That he deserves it? No one is
buying that and no one (but a few
puritanical zealots) cares enough
about Clinton's sex life to warrant
shutting-down the government
that we pay about one-third of our
incomes to support.
Some big shot (I can't re
call who, maybe it was Machi...
something ) once wrote that
"power corrupts and absolute
power c~rrupts absolutely." I' m
not a political scientist and I don't
even know very much about poli
tics. But I am socially conscious
and it don't take a rocket scientist
to figure out that with the leads
that the Republicans enjoyed in

Democrats from filibustering
their bills by attacking a high
profile figure who wasn't even
running. They did so because
they suffered from an insatiable
thirst for power -- thirst that our
system of government is de
signed to protect against, and
the people made the system
work.

Transla
tion ofour
Latin Motto ...

"That's
GOVERNOR
Jesse
'the
body' Ventura
to you!"
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Barrister's Ball Dissention ...

Continued from page 1
please everyone all of the time.
SBA Treasurer Betsy
Snyder was approached by the
Opinion to address the matter,
from a more formal procedural
and budgetary viewpoint.
Starting with the survey passed
out to students regarding -the
ball, and ending with the even
tual deposit to Samuel's, she
had this to say:
"Prior to [October]
Break, Wednesday evening,
they stuffed the survey in the
boxes. So of course there was
only thursday to turn in an
swers, before everybody went
out of town for Break.
"That next day, [Tanya]
asked mi: to put through an
advance for Samuel's Grande
Manor. I said, 'Do you really
think I should do that?' I
didn't feel it should be
rushed ...the event is in Febru
ary, not in prom season, so
there' not a lot of hurry to re
serve the space.
"That afternoon, Tanya
came up to me and said 'How
do you fill out the paperwork?'
And I said, 'Well, I think that
has to go through me.' And
then she told me, 'Well, I'm
the President.' I realize I'm
only the Treasurer.
"Sub Board's provisions
require my signature on paper
work, unless I assign a signa
tory to sign for me; I didn't
assign one. It was Fall Break,
but the paperwork went
through without my approval
or signature."
According to the SBA
constitution, the first duty of
the treasurer is to: "be respon
sible for the distribution and
maintenance of all SBA funds
and manage the business af
fairs of the SBA." The ex
pressly stated duties of the
President do not include the
powers of the purse. The con
stitution and bylaws also have
a conspicuous lack of content
regarding the power of com
mittees. Does a committee
head, as President Guzman
pointed out she is, have the
power to make large financial
commitments on behalf of the
SBA? The constitution and
by-laws do not say.
Regarding the Barristers
Ball committee, Snyder said:
"To my knowledge, no barris
ters ball committee has met."
Regardless, Snyder
commented that the survey
taken regarding the desired
location of the Ball was not
formally used by the President.
According to Snyder:
"There was no official
count. .. by the time I counted
it, that Thursday, the count was
3019 15 in favor of downtown.
By the October 28 meeting,
where everal representatives
brought up the matter, she said
it was 36 to 31 for downtown:
almost even. In the Jetter to
the Opinion, she said it was 36
to 34. It keeps getting closer

and closer to an even split."
Snyder also mentioned
that the prices quoted at the
October 28th meeting were
not set in stone. After the
meeting, she said, "Paul
Sclime from the Hyatt spoke
to me directly and informed
me that he would be willing
to match Samuel's, given the
opportunity--without sacrific
ing service. He said he would
also be willing to do a hotel
roomm deal, so there wouldn't
be any drinking and driving. I
talked to Samuel's Grande
Manor, and assured them that
their deposit would be coming,
that it was $500. Then I said
'So this is a $25 ticket that
we're dealing with here?' and
[the woman at Samuel's] said,
'Oh, no. You have to sit down
with me and figure out a menu
before we can give you a price.
"So basically, by that
meeting, neither Samuel's or
the Hyatt had given us a firm
price. Samuel's was never
voted on, and materials were
never presented breaking
down costs."
Snyder concluded that
she like Samuel's, and the ball
was lovely last year, but felt
that perhaps the decision had
been made with only a brief
nod in the direction of democ
racy. "I realize that she's the
President, and I'm only the
Treasurer. But at the same
time, I do have my own
thoughts ... and I'm here for the
student body. If the students
want the ball downtown, and
the Hyatt is willing to try and
meet us with a good price, I
think people ahve to tell the
directors this, so they can
make the final decision.--after
the committee has given them
a proposal. I wasn't on the
SBA last year, and that's why
I have concerns that commu
nication has been lacking."
Overall, the situation
boils down to a few simple
questions. According to the
SBA Constitution, By-Laws,
and precedent, did the Presi
dent have the authority to_sign
a check for Samuel's? The
answer varies depending on
what source you use, and who
you talk to. Has there been
duplicity regarding how well
represented that actual wishes
of the student body were, re
garding the location of the
Ball? Again, it depends on
what process you deem ac
ceptable for decision-making
involving student funds, and
who you talk to.
[Editors Note: Anyone
with concrete answers to these
questions is certainly welcome
to submit them to the Opinion.
After a fair amount ofresearch
into the mess, we're confused
and sick of the whole thing.)

,-----------------
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Murder Trial
Comes to UB ! !

Public Interest
Professor .Tam
Unwind with a great
evening of live jazz. Next
Thursday, UB professors kjck
the beats at the Calumet Arts
Cafe on Chipewa. All pro
ceeds further BPILP's mis
sion to ensure equal justice
through equal access.
$7 Advance tickets for ·
sale in front of the Law Li- _
brary this week.
$8 Door tickets.
Thursday, Nov. 19, 8:00 PM

""BPILP
The Buffalo Public In
terest Law Program is hold
ing a general meeting today,
Nov. 9, at 11 :30 AM (Rm.
TBA).
If you want to know
how you can help BPILP to
make a difference in your
community, come and join us.
S. McDonald

AmAnumlaw
~duA4BX'WO
A general meeting will be
held on Tuesday Novem
ber 10 at 4:30 in Room 212
All are welcome.

Animal Rights
Students of Law for
Animal Rights will hold a
reorganizational meeting on
Thursday November 12 at 4:30
in Room 207.
All are welcome.

CORRECTION:
In the issue dated 11/2/
98, "Professor Carr Speaks ..."
(page 3) we stated that Carr
said "that hate crimes might be
de:;irable." That sentence
should read "that hate crime
legislation might be desirable."
We appologize for any misun
derstandings.
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"Night of January 16th,"
by col}troversial author/play
wright Ayn Rand, is a court
room drama about the murder
of a high financier, and the trial
of his accused mistress. Her
innocence or guilt is determined
by a jury panel selected from
among audience members. The
Criminal Law Society, in con
junction with the UB Chapter
of the Association of Trial Law
yers of America, will present
Miss 'Rand's work for three
nights in early February 1999.
The cast will be chosen from the
UB Law Student Body on De
cember 1st and 2nd. Scripts are
available to read at the library
reserve desk and at the Crimi
nal Law Society office (O'Brien
008). Also, urgently needed are
assistant directors, stage man
agers, and other technical sup
port staff. If interested, imme
diately contact Director
Michael Arcesi at Box #616, or
arcesi@acsu. buff_alo .edu.
Watch for informational meet. ing on November 16th at 3:00
location TBA.
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LETTERS, CONTINUED ...
Continued from page 2
tation. Only the federal Hate
Crime Statistic Act and Hate
Crimes Sentencing Enhance
ment Act have language which
covers sexual orientation. The
advantage of hate-crime legis
lation is that it provides a ve
hicle to sway a jury for a con°
viction, which matches the
crime.
Opponents of hate crime
laws claim that they are codi
fied redundancy, which can
complicate courtrooms already
burdened with heavy demands
for proof. Nevertheless, often
society requires a motive to
settle its outrage and frustra
tion. For all of its inconsisten
cies, hate crime Jaws protecting
victims such as Shepard my not
be the best solution, but it is one
solution many states have al
ready adopted, in the absence
of any federal legal protection
of our gay brothers and sisters.
While the lesbian, gay,
bisexual, trangendered and
their friends continue to battle
a right wing's war against the
gay agenda, which often result
in hate crimes, we salute com
munities that accept and em
brace us, and moreover we sa
lute communities that are will
ing to allow us to create our safe
havens.
Respectfully,
B .C. Dolmo and Mem
bers of OUTLAW, University at
Buffalo, School of Law

town or UB which also ads to
Hyatt being a more convenient
and locale. .
The downtown location
also offers more including rooms
at the adjoined hotel with price
breaks. This would be very ben
eficial to have as an option espe
cially with regard to the weather
which was a problem last year.
Finally, even though I
am not a member of student gov
ernment I can do the math.
Thirty some votes vs . 30 some
votes in no way reflects the opin
ion of the student body when U.!3
Law School has 3 classes each
approximately with 100 students.
The decision is especially dis
turbing to me in light of the small
response and the discrepancies in
the actual count of the votes. I
recommend a re-vote if the check
for the deposit has not been sent
to Samuels. Additionally, all
such matters should be voted on
as they are in any democracy and
counted by neutral individually.
Last year we had input so why
not now? If the idea of a democ
racy offends the President then
maybe she shouldn't be a Presi
dent.
Anna Kobialka - 2L

Late Night Limo Riding Law
Student Debunks Desireability
of Samuel's as Default
Drinking and Debauchery
Locale ...

Grande Manor. If one looks at
my illustration [see illustra

tion at bottom ofpage -- ED.]
the rest of this is easier to un
derstand. The Hyatt is right in
the middle of everything and
provides more options for the
drunken law student looking
for fun. The most obvious is
the removal of a Jong, tortuous
drive from Clarence to down
town. Secondly, the Hyatt is a
whole lot nicer. Finally, we can
rent a room, which the Hyatt
said it would give a discount
for. The only positive for
Samuel's is that it is in the
middle of nowhere.
Now I don't know how
many other law students go out
on a regular basis, but from
what I hear spending $40.00 is
not that bad for a night on the
town. It is not unusual to spend
$20-30 on a regular night, so
why would you be upset about
spending another $10-20 and
getting a nice dinner and open
bar. Anyhow, this is only a
problem if the Hyatt doesn't
match Samuel's which I highly
doubt. It is only beneficial for
them to establish a relationship
with the school.
If the point of the event
is to have a formal affair where
one can have a good time then the Hyatt is the answer.
Besides, the students who usu
ally attend this affair will be
able to handle spending a few
extra dollars - if that is true
- to have the convenience of
being downtown. I know that
I would personally rather elimi
nate t_he need to drive to the
bars afterwards because noth
ing is worse than being dressed
up and drunk with nowhere to
go. So, SBA, if you are the
voice of the students - start
listening to what we have to say
because I can name 10-15
people who are debating not
going if the Ball is at Samuel's.
Thank You,
Omar Gomez - 2L

As a student who appreci
ates an open bar, and a reason to
As of 1997, these are
go out, I have to comment on the
States that have hate crime laws
recent problems arising over the
that include sexual orientation:
location of the Barrister's Ball.
Arizona, California,
It is my understanding that the
Delaware, Florida, Illinois,
SBA was looking at a new down
Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts,
town site to hold the Ball. When
Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada,
this was brought to my attention
New Hampshire, New Jersey,
I got excited because as we all
Oregon, Utah, Vermont, Wash
know the~e is nowhere else to go
ington & Wisconsin
• out in Buffalo besides down
town, unless you don't want to
deal with a crowd. Last year I
Letters To The
Disgruntled 2L Would-Be was l\appy to hear about a Jaw
Downtown Dancer . . . school formal with an open bar.
ditor and other sub
Declares Discontent and Especially since the Dental
iss ions are wel
Demands Vote on Ball school had one at the Statler
Location Be Done De Novo...
ome: ·All submis
(which is downtown). Then I
found out it was at Samuel's and
ions should be in our
As a 2L who was unable
that put a damper on the affair.
to attend as a lL, I was looking
ands by approxiSo my friends and I came up with
forward to attending the Ball
a plan because drinking until
ately 5PM on
this year. I did not get an op
midnight wasn't that sweet. We
portunity to vote much like
hursdays (the earall threw in $60.00 and rented a
most students because I was not
ier, the better).
limo because we need to get ten
here for many classes were can
intoxicated bodies from Clarence
lease include both a
celed on the Thursday before
to downtown Buffalo. Then it
October break, but I would
ard copy and a copy
happened - about a foot of
have chosen the Downtown lo
snow - it took almost an hour
n Word Perfect 5.1
cation.
to get to the first bar downtown.
Downtown is very acces
if you ask nicely,
This was a hassle I could have
sible and the Hyatt, which I
e'll evne return your
done without. Now, let's turn to
have dealt with for other func
this year's ball.
isk).
tions in the past, has a general
The problem has boiled
policy of price matching.
The Opinion is lo
down to price as do most good
Downtown is accessible to
cated in the basement of
issues. The Hyatt is supposedly
those with and without automo
O'Brian Hall.
more expensive than Samuel's
biles and has various other .
forms of entertainment in an
About 20 miles
area very close to the Hyatt. No
real concern about drinking and
■
Hyatt• ~
Samuel's
driving. Additionally, many in
Bars
dividuals live close to down-

D

Continued from pg 1
because they had the harder
issue, they weren't winning.
"I felt that it
should be, if you did a damn
good job arguing for the
PGA, you should win, not
just because the argument's
harder.... some judges did
comment to us, 'Oh, you
had the easier argument,
and then didn't go on and
say, 'but you also had a
great presentation,' when
we were on brief. And they
did the same thing with the
PGA. ..'you did an excellent
job, with a difficult
argument."'
Swift backed up
Trapp's assessment. "Luck
ily, we did well off-brief. I
think a lot of people who
were PGA perhaps feel like
they were judged by their
argument."
Trapp hastened to
point out that this was not
the fault of the com
petition's organizers. "As
far as I'm aware, there is a
note in the bench brief to the
judges that says 'you
shouldn't take that into
consideration."'
Swift talked about
the difference between
arguing for the PGA, and
arguing for Martin. "The
first night, I was only asked
one question .... "
Swift complete
her sentence. "··:And they
hammered the PGA that
night. I thought that was
unfair, because it was so
blatantly obvious that these
people agreed with our
argument that they just let
us go."
Trapp said that
this was not a omnipresent
phenomenon, however.
"The second night, our
judges were fabulous when
we were off-brief. They
asked everybody the same
amount of questions."
Aside from this,
the unique circumstances of
the case posed another
challenge
for
the
competitors. As Swift put
it: "Well, they always asked
us if we played golf, and
we'd be like 'no....'
The
team
mentioned how helpful the
practice drill sessions

provided by the Moot Court
Board were to honing their
rgument.
"I don't think there
were very many surprise
questions,
because
we
practiced," Trapp said. "There
weren't really too many
questions they could throw at
us that we hadn't heard before."
Swift added : "Each
coach had two teams, and our
other team was Karyn
Connolly and Dana Lundberg.
We
worked
together,
exchanged ideas. Our coach
was Mike Chmiel--he was
great, too."
The final round be
fore the three-judge panel at
Erie County Courthouse was
challenging, but not quite what
they expected.
"I was scared,"Trapp
mentioned. "Everyone was
saying, 'Oh, Professor Finley,
she's argued in front of the
Supreme Court' -- and she
worked on the problem, so we
thought we were going to get
questions from way out in left
field from her. Actually,
Professor Finley and Judge
Denman were rather on the
quiet side, and Judge Albin
Adams, from the 3rd circuit--a
retired judge--was the one who
really asked a lot of questions ."
Trapp thought the
question in the finals were
enjoyable and fair. "It was
applied equally, to everyone.
As I said to Leslie, after the
round-'we just got ham
mered .' But at least everybody
got hammered."
Swift described how
the two felt when they found
out the results of the final
round. "Rachel and I were
really surprised that we won,
because both Brian and Andy
are on law review... they're
great people, really committed,
and they do a lot of hard work.
We were surprised when they
said "appellee won;" we had to
take a second and say 'Wait a
minute, are we on or off brief!"
The two concluded
that adequate preparation, and
in particular the practice
sessions were the Board, were
the two factors they helped
them to victory.
The Moot Court has
tapped its first round of selected
Board Members as of
Thursday, November 5. The
new Board will be announced
in next week's Opinion.

LOUNGE UPDATE .....
The furniture is in place. The security
system and procedures are a go! All law
students received forms in their mail box
with instructions on how to get access to the
new Law School Lounge. Opening date
should be very soon. Return the required
information to Tiffany Weiss in room 312,
O'Brian Hall, and soon you will be one of
the "in crowd" hanging out in our new stu
dent lounge.
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NARCHIST
-(E)- by Russ Klein -(A)-

Voting, II
Another exciting off
year election has come to an
end, and not much has
changed. The pundits tell us
that since the Democrats
picked up 5 seats in the House
(still minority party) and 0
seats in the Senate (still a mi
nority party) , this was a
GREAT election for Demo
crats, and that this was very
bad for the Republicans.
Of course I, being nei
ther Republican nor Demo
crat, took solace in the fact
that Jesse "the body" Ventura
(of WWF wrestling fame)
body slammed his way to the
Governor 's position in Minne
sota (giving me a new found
respect for that state). Other
wise, the usual cast of politi
cians won across the country.
Al D'Amato lost his Senate
seat of 18 years, but he lost it
to Chuck Schumer - I don't
consider this to be a big
change. Had George Pataki
lost his governorship to
Grandpa Al Lewis (of The
Munsters fame), I would have
been a little more enthused.
Turnout for this year's
election was average for a
mid-year election, with ap
proximately 37% of eligible
voters showing up. Remark-

ably, this was considered a
good turnout, since "lower than
usual" turnout was predicted.
We are indoctrinated
from an early age that we
should vote. Those who don 't
vote are labeled as ·apathetic,
indifferent, or some other de
rogatory term.
I am here to disagree. I
have several fundamental
problems with the concept of
voting. Voting is a convenient
way to get people to accept
things that they would nor
mally NEVER accept. The
idea is this: Get people to think
that they have participated in
the process . . Trick them into
thinking that their vote meant
something. Then, and perhaps
subtly the most important, la
bel those who do not partici
pate as "apathetic" or "not car
ing." Finally, create the myth .
of the "wasted vote." Here is
how the plan works:
(A) From a very ea1ly
age; start telling kids that vot
ing is important. This way they
start to really believe person
ally that voting is a good thing;
(B) As the kids get older,
explain the process by teach
ing them how it works from a
very unrealistic point of view.
Use the Federalist Papers to

show how the process is de
signed to work. Tell them that
there is free and open debate
(you must be careful and skirt
around the issues of why third
and minor parties -- despite on
the ballot in all 50 states -- are
excluded from the debates .
The debates are often spon
sored by groups such as the
League of Women Voters .
They have never adequately
explained why they systemati
cally exclude candidates from
the debates). This is very im
portant to build up an unreal
istic picture of how the system
works, and leads us into the
final two parts;
(C) Now, once there is
an unrealistic picture of how
the system works, young adults
get a view of how the system
really works . Also, the politi
cians and the media step in.
The media labels those who
don't vote as "apathetic." Poli
ticians will tell us that we get
to decide. It is our choice, so
we should follow through on
that right. These young adults,
disgusted by what they see, do
not vote.
(D) Finally, for those
that do vote, we are told that
we shouldn't "waste" our vote
or "throw out" our vote on

non-maJor can
tes.
s 1s
nearly as important as the last
step, since it helps insure the
political duopoly in power by
scaring those that do choose to
vote into one camp or the
other.
Its not as simple as that
of course. New York state sets
up serious roadblocks to get
ting on the ballot, and the Re
publican Party has battled
tooth and nail trying to keep
the Libertarian Party off the
ballot in many states. The
Lel!gue Of Women Voters and
the television networks ex
clude third parties from the de
bates (unless you ' re a big
bucks candidate like Perot),
despite being on theballot in all
50 states.
But this aside, I do not
believe that our rights should
be up for election. If the state
put a ballot issue out that states
"all people of xxxx group shall
no longer be protected by the
Constitution," should I vote
against it? Obviously I would
be agaiqst it, hut if I voted
against-it, might I still be send
ing the message that I approve
of this process? I do not ac
cept nor do I believe that the
nebulous concept of "the
people" should be able to vote

I A s k e d fo r I t

By JIM C. SCHINDLER
(2L Visiting)

Well I asked for it, and
now I will give myself my
opinion. I was asked recently
to vote in the SBA election.
"It's my right," I was told. I
have no stake in the election.
I will not be here when those
elected will imprint their mark
on this prestigious school. I
also had no clue for whom I
should be voting. I haven't
seen these people before,
much less heard of them, and
even less knew if I wanted to
have them representing you in
the SBA. But hey, it's my
right .
Talk about the blind
leading the blind. Guess what,
I picked one of those names,
and now you have a represen
tative you may not want. Hell,
I could've run as a write-in
candidate, and you might've
gotten a representative that
really couldn't give a hill of
beans about UB Law's prob
lems. A pity, hut hey, it's my
right.
Surely, I jest, but think
about it. This is a typical see-

nario every two years in this
country. All I hear these days
is how politicians suck. Do
they? Well, that's a debate that
eongress can have after they
get done with Clinton. But,
assuming they'll find that they
do, it's your fault. You think
you have this right to vote. You
don't know about the issues.
You don't know the candidates.
Yet, you vote because ... hey,
it's your right .
So you go into that vot
ing booth, see an issue caption,
vote your gut; look for a D or
an R, punch a little whole in the
card; slip out of the booth, get
what you voted for, and then
complain that everything
sucks. What in the hell kind of
democracy is that (Actually,
this country is not a democracy,
but that is another "I asked for
it" opinion.)? That's a democ
racy that is swiftly in decline.
But, "come on, you idiot, it's
my right."
The Constitution did in
deed give each of us a right to
vote, but along with every right,
comes a responsibility to use
that right correctly. Every one
of us~ especially those who

vote, has a sacred responsibil
ity to learn about what we are
voting for. If we do not, and
vote anyway, we are pervert
ing our system of government.
It will come back·to haunt us.
In fact, if I hear correctly
("Politicians suck!), it already
has. I know, I am an ignorant
dumbass, "but hey, it's my
right."
But you say, "it's not my
fault; it's the fault of the lob
byists and the politicians'
greed." Comeonalready. You
voted with your eyes closed
and so did your parents. You
voted these people in. Why
don't you take responsibility
and learn about what you' re
voting for? If you don't know,
don't vote. Stop perverting the
system. Vote in people who are
not going to listen ~o lobbyists
and aren ' t greedy. If you don ' t
know who they are, don't vote.
Stop ruining our country. Stop
the attitude of Live and Let Live.
I don' t give a rat's ass, if it is
your right.
In the polls, the major
ity of people in this country,
don't care about the Clinton
scandal. They figure that if

they have a job and a nice car
and house, it doesn't matter
what the politicians do . A
damn pity. Here's a golden
opportunity to send a message
to all those that intend to lead
this country, that we don't want
our politicians to suck any
more (no pun intended). I bet
within that majority belongs a
little person called you. You
bitch and whine because poli
ticians are only in it for them
selves, and when you get a
chance to tell the politicians to
worry about this country in
stead, you put your head in the
sand. But hey, it 's your right.
Ah yes, I did vote for a
SBA representative without
having a clue about anything.
Does it piss you off? It should.
I perverted the system, and I
might have to put this school
in decline. You do it to our
country. I do it to your school.
But hey, it's my right.

Editors note: The Opin
ion does not edit the personal
expression of those who sub
mit. Be sure to edit before you
send it on in.

away my rights.
Likewise, if my doctor
believes that marijuana is the
best way to treat my medical
problems or medical discom
fort, I do not believe that I
should need permission of "the
people" to obtain such items
(and the reality is, despite what
ardent prohibition supporters
and moralists say, some pa
tients cannot physically swal
low or keep down conventional
pain relievers).
1800's anarcho-capital
ist lawyer Lysander Spooner
discussed this problem in his •
series of essays calledNo Trea
son - The Constitution of No
Authority. He pointed out that
you are caught in a catch-22
situation when elections are
held to decide issues that are
important to you. For ex
ample, he said, if a property tax
is up to vote, you would vote
in self defense to protect your
self from the tax. But this
doesn' t mean that you accept
the process that could end up
taxing you (much as if you are
physically attacked and you
defend yourself, this does not
mean you support violence).
Spooner did not have a solu
tion to the problem, except to
-abolish government as we
know it today (of course,
Spooner was also a little bitter
that the government enacted
laws specifically to counter his
highly successful private post
office - for a better collection
of his views and his experi
ences, check out the compila
tion book
LetsAbolish
government! by Lysander
Spooner, which includes the
previously mentioned essay).
Henry David Thoreau
explained the problem in a dif
ferent light, in his essay Civil
Disobedience. Thoreau de
scribed voting as doing noth
ing but merely feebly express
ing what you wish to be done.
Unfortunately, Thoreau's sum
mation is partially incorrect.
The main power of voting is
the righteous scoffing by the
winners of the election that
"the people have spoken" and
"you had your chance, but you
lost." While rejecting the right
of "the people" to decide what
is 'right for me, I am not for
getful of the sort of power that
such a claim of legitimacy can
hold.
All political systems and
methods have their problems.
The
problems
with
authoritarianism and monar
chy have been examined by
this author in the past. The
problems of democracy, how
ever, are a great deal more .
tricky, because of the illusion
of control to the people. De
mocracy is the best of all cur
rently realized system, I sup
pose. This does not mean that
I should like it. My solution?
Eliminate the system (and the
need for the system), of

Continued on page 7
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ester and began working as a "line
attorney" in the DA's sex crimes
division. He secured a Masters in
Public Administration and was
headed for Washington when the
bureau chief position opened up,
keeping him in the Buffalo area.
As is the case with many
aspiring attorneys, Mr. Wienmann
had not originally intended to pur
sue the criminal law. He gave the
students the following advice.
"Listen to ~ur heart". Knowing
what area of law to pursue requires
a degree of self reflection to find
where your interests and talents
lie. In explaining how he has not
experienced the burnout which
many lawyers experience, he re
ferred to the fact that he chose to
pursue the path which was right
for him. This was not the obvious
path for Mr. Weinmann to follow
as he came from a family of phy
sicians and could arguably have
made more money elsewhere. Yet,
the rewards from this exciting and
unpredictable work has carried
him beyond the limitations of be
ing simply a "line attorney" and
have afforded him the success and
satisfaction he seems to experi
ence. This, sadly, appears to elude
many attorneys who choose a ca
reer less for the satisfaction than
the paycheck and prestige. He
stated the District Attorney's Of
fice likes to see some record of
their genuine interest in the crimi
nal law when considering job can
didates.
Other elements he cited
as important to gaining entry to a
prosecutors office included a
strong character and solid ethical
integrity. Communication and
people skills were also stressed as
paramount. Much of what a pros
ecutor does each day involves
meeting with people and clearly
communicating issues. These are
the sorts of things which cannot
be learned through a book.
Mr. Weinmann discussed
how important actual practice is
to becoming a proficient prosecu
tor. He stated that there is very
little formal training in the DA's
Office. Soon after starting, a new
attorney is thrown into the court
room to learn the skills of the trade
in a trial by fire. This is perhaps
why most offices will not consider
hiring an individual until they have
passed the bar. He recommended
that an excellent way to gain some
of this experience and to see how
the office operates is to intern.
Though the DA does not pay its
interns they stand to gain outstand
ing and varied experience.
When asked about the
effects of which acting as a pros
ecutor has upon him, Mr.
Weinmann stated that some degree
of personal danger is an element
of the job. He stated that one must
simply trust that the psychotic
mind is rational enough to know
that the prosecutor is merely do
ing a job. He also believes that
the number of people involved in
a prosecution, from police to sen
tencing officers, helps to diffuse a

criminal's anger toward
any one person.
This perspective
of "merely doing a job"
helps to keep the
prosecutorial
and
defendant's lawyers from
taking it too personally or
being acrimonious to
wards each other in most
cases. He likened it to an
old Warner Brother's car
toon in which the charac
ters cordially punch in to
gether at 9, immediately
go about beating each
other up, and then at 5,
punch out and immedi
ately resume being civil
toward each other.
This is not to say
that everything is always
smooth. Politics does en
ter into the DA's office as
everywhere in life. There
is politics involved in the
many different agencies
juggling competing juris
dictions. There is also the
politics involved in get
ting, and keeping, a job in
an office answerable to
political entities . Mr.
Weinmann gave the ex
ample of the specter of
turnover when a new At
torney General is elected.
Sometimes
nothing
changes, while at other
times many people may be
demoted to line attorney
positions or be out of a job
entirely. His advice for
working in a DA's office
basically amounted to
staying flexible and light
on your feet.
Mr. Weinmann
addressed the question of
whether working for a de. fense attorney hampers
one ability to act as a pros
ecutor. He agreed that a
potential conflict of inter
est occurs for attorney !s
who try to switch mid
stream. This necessitates
getting a release form cli
ents served in a defense
capacity that they under
stand their former attorney
might soon be on the other
side of the table . He
stated, however, that this
is not really a problem for
students who might be do
ing work for a detense at
torney, yet, with to practice
as a prosecutor.
·
There will surely
be more panels put on by
the Criminal Law Society.
These are certainly worth
attending from an infor
mational point of view. An
additional reason to attend
is their functions is that
this is one of the few clubs
to provide good food dur
ing their presentations.
The attendees had the ben
efits of soft cookies and a
vegetable platter through
out the discussion, well
worth the price of atten
dance.

The Anarchist
Continued from page 6
course.
Meanwhile, despite
the fact that many "analysts"
labeled the voters of Minne
sota to be idiots who would
regret their decision (this is
true, I heard this on CNN,
where news announcers
could not stop themselves
from ridiculing the prospect
of
"Governor
Jesse
Ventura"), I am happy that
he won. Yes, he is now a part
of the "system" that I so de
spise and distrust, but he
beat the two party duopoly.
That in itself is a great ac
complishment.

Top Ten Reasons 4. People who find their
Stupidity should Civil Procedure book to
be a crime
be useful.
Submitted by Howie Beyer
3. Jessie Helms.
10. Idiots who max out at 2. People who look at you
40 in a 55 M.P.H. zone.
as if you just molested
9. Food service on cam their dog, and then run
pus.
away when you ask to
8. Air conditioned snow borrow their cell phone to
plows (big demand in report a fire that is clearly
NYC).
burning, smoke and all,
7. Newlersey.
two feet to your right.
6. Movie sequels
(True Story)
5. Those chimes that play 1. Anyone who helped to
Jingle Bells over, and inspire this list! (They
over, and over on every wouldn't know who they
tree in Walmart around were).
Christmas.

SBA President's Corner
By Tonya Guzman
I am sure everyone is
tired of the controv.ersy over
the ball. However, there are
always 3 sides to a story and
the students are entitled to
hear every side. Therefore
I address the following:
The Survey

The last count given
was done 3 weeks after the
responses were in. lL Vince
Gregory counted them and
immediately-prior to my last
Opinion article, 3L Tanya
Green counted them. They
remain in the SBA Office for
anyone who wishes to see
them.
The deposit

Most of us know that
any paperwork takes a while
to complete and because fall
break was approaching it
was· important to begin the
paperwork as soon as pos
sible. Yes, the ball is in
March, however, many
groups and wedding parties
reserve dates far in advance
and the longer you wait the

less chance you have of obtain
ing the date you desire. I asked
Betsy to assist in the paperwork
process and because she pre
ferred the DT location, and she
did not mind paying $40 for a
ticket, she was quite hesitant to
assist me and informed me that
I needed her signature to com
plete the paperwork. I informed
her that I was the President (as
opposed to a rep) and any four
E-board members can sign the
required papers. As per my
conversation with Sub-boa!d,
they require any 2 E-board sig
natures. Part of this reason is
so that no one person has total
control. The deposit was not
handed in until 3 weeks after the
submission of the survey. Af
ter weighing all the factors, the
SBA Vice President Kim
Fanniff and myself signed off
on the paperwork for the Ball.

the one who decided to discuss
room discounts with him, how
ever, Mr. Scime informed me
that would not be able to offer
any arrangement lower than
$35.00. He also stated that he
felt we were offered a great pack
age at Samuels.
Interestingly, at our first
SBA meeting, Betsy opted not to
be on the Ball Committee. Nev
ertheless, she had plenty of op
portunity to continue her discus
sion with myself, Kim or at our
bi-weekly board meetings, yet
this was never done.
Having been involved with
the SBA for the last 3 years, I
have grown accustomed to var
ied opinions and conflicts
amongst its members. I can only
Continue to perform my job and
represent the students needs.

Price

Both prices given were
prefaced with the word ap
proximately. Nothing is in
stone until you choose your
entre, open bar, and whatever
other variables you opt for, but
that is not discussed until you
hand in your deposit.
I was

* Editor's Note:
This column is not
intended to act as a
viewpoint of the newspa
per, and we invite all
interested parties to
contribute to the debate
as they see things.

Cartoon by 3L and Layout Swami Ken Grant
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World Senes, (honorable
mention to the '86 Mets, but
if you need a riinth-inning
error to win your validating
World Championship from
the most cursed franchise in
'-" '-" L) ,., I I\ I'-""',,'\ t '--''I ...
all of sports, shame on you).
The accompanying chart il
lustrates the rankings for
By DAN BAICH
each position player on these
The 1998 New teams, as well as the pitch
York Yankees. 125-50 (in ing staffs and benches. I'll
cluding postseason). Great let the position statistics
est Team Ever? We will speak for themselves, I can't
probably never be able -to see too many arguments en
say for sure. It is very diffi suing when the numbers are
cult to compare teams from there in black and white.
different eras because of the The pitching counts triple
way the game of baseball because of its impact on ev
evolves and changes. The ery game. The bench statis
debate will probably con tics count double because
tinue in places such as bench players are critcal
Stan's Sports Bar and the over a long season. The '70
Brooklyn Dodger for as long Orioles had three 20 game
as baseball exists . .There is winners and. two closers
no scientific way of compar with 13 and 12saves respec
ing teams from different tively. The '27 Yan'9, had
eras. Alas, here is my at three starters with 18 wins
tempt to prove (we ARE or more and their closer had
law students after all) what 19 wins and 13 saves. The
I believe, that the 1998 Yan '98 Yanks had 3 starters
kees are the best ever. I will with 16 wins or more and a
analyze the five best teams closer with 36 saves. The
from major league baseball '61 Yanks had 2 starters
history, position by position, with 16 wins or more and a
to see how this 98 team mea closer with 15 wins and 29
sures up. The criteria is saves. The '75 Reds didn't
simple, 107 regular season have a starter with over 15
wins and a World Series wins (they had ·three with
Championship. Left off the 15) and their closer had 22
list, any great team that did saves.. As far as bench pro
not win the World Series duction the only other teams
(Sorry '06 Cubs fans), and, besides the. '98 Yankees to
in my opinion, the greatest have someone hit over 10
team ever, the 1936-1939 home runs off the bench or
New York Yankees, who drive in more than 40 runs
won four straight champion are the '61 Yankees who had
ships and dominated an era, Johnny Blanchard hit 21 HR
but never put together that with 54 RBI, and the '70.
one remarkable season. Re Orioles who had Merv
member, this is for the great Rettenmund, with 18 HR
est team in baseball history and 58 RBI. The '98 Yan
for one season. The 36-39 kees had three players hit
Yankees are without com over 10 HR, and two who
parison when examining a drove in over 50 runs.
multi-year period, but that's Allright, I will admit my av
a debate for another column. erage of rank system is not
So, here are the contenders ~he most scientific, but can
(1)- the 1927 Yankees (110- you come up with a better
44, a .714 winning percent one? Based on the numbers,
age, a 4-0 Series winner the 1998 Yankees are better
over Pittsburgh), (2)-, the than the '70 Orioles and the
1961 Yaakees (109-53, .673 '27 Yanks The '61 Yanks
winning pct., a 4-1 Series finish fourth and the '75
winner over Cin;::innati), Reds fifth. Hopefully, this
(3)- the 1975 Cincinnati numerical look will put the
Reds (108-54, .667 winning debate to rest (yeah, right).
pct., a 4-3 Series winner I, however, am confident in
over Boston), (4)- the 1970 saying the '98 Yankees are
Baltimore Orioles (108-54, the best team ever. Just re
.667 winning pct., a 4-1 Se member where you heard it
ries winner over Cincin first...
nati), and (5)-the 1998 New
York Yankees (114-48, .704
winning pct, a 4-0 Series
winner over San Diego). Of
course, there are many great
teams excluded from this
list for either lack of victo
ries or the failure to win a
robotic multiplicity

SPORTS

Comparison Chart
First Base
1-Lou Gehrig ('27 Yanks, .373 BA, 47 HR, 173
RBI)
2-Boog Powell ('70 O's, .297, 35, 114)
3-Tino Martinez ('98 Yanks, .281, 28, 123)
4-Tony Perez ('75 Reds, .282, 20, 109)
5-Bill Skowron ('61 Yanks, .267, 28, 89)
Second Base
1-Joe Morgan ('75 Reds, .327, 17, 94)
2-Tony Lazzeri ('27 Yanks .309, 18, 102)
3-Chuck Knoblauch ('98 Yanks .265, 17, 64)
4-Dave Johnson ('70 O's, .281, 10, 53)
5-Bobby Richardson ('61 Yanks .267, 3, 49)
Shortstop
1-Derek Jeter ('98 Yanks, .324, 19, 84)
2-Dave Conception ('75 Reds, .274, 5, 49)
3-Tony Kubek ('61 Yanks, .276, 8, 46)
4-Mark Koenig ('27 Yanks, .285, 3, 62)
5-Mark Belanger ('70 O's, .218, 1, 36)
Third Base
1-Pete Rose ('75 Reds, .317, 7, 74)
2-Brooks Robinson ('70 O's, .276, 18, 94)
3-Scott Brosius ('98 Yanks, .300, 19, 98)
4-Joe Dugan ('27 Yanks, .269, 2, 43)
5-Clete Boyer ('61 Yanks, .224, 11, 55)
Left Field
1-Bob Meusal ('27 Yanks, .337, 8, 103)
2-Yogi Berra ('61 Yanks, .271, 22, 61)
3-Don Buford ('70 O's, .272, 17, 66)
4-Ken Griffey ('75 Reds, .305, 4, 46)
5-Chad Curtis ('98 Yanks, .243, 10, 56)
Center Field
1-Mickey Mantle ('61 Yanks, .317, 54, 128)
2-Bemie Williams ('98 Yanks, .339, 26, 97)
3-Earle Combs ('27 Yanks, .356, 6, 64)
4-Paul Blair ('70 O's, .267, 18, 65)
5-Ceasar Geronnimo ('75 Reds, .257, 6, 53)
Right Field
1-Babe Ruth ('27 Yanks, ..356, 60, 164)
2-Roger Maris ('61 Yanks, .269, 61, 142)
3~Paul O'Neill ('98 Yanks, .317, 24,116)
4-Frank Robinson ('70 O's, .306, 25, 78)
5-George Foster ('75 Reds, .300, 23, 78)
Catcher
I-Elston Howard ('61 Yanks, .348, 21, 77)
2-Johnny Bench ('75 Reds .283, 28, 110)
3-Jorge Posada ('98 Yanks, .268, 17, 63)
4-Pat Collins ('27 Yanks, .275, 7, 36)
5-Ellie Hendricks ('70 O's, .242, 12, 41)
Pitching Staff (Counts Triple)
1-'70 Orioles
2-'27 Yankees
3-'98 Yankees
4- '61 Yankees
5-'75 Reds
Bench (Coun~s Double)
l-'98 Yankees
2-'61 Yankees
3-'70 O's
4-'75 Reds
5-'27 Yankees
Final Totals (Average)
1-'98 Yankees 3.45
2-'70 Orioles 3.81
3-'27 Yankees 4.00
4-'61 Yankees 4.18
4-'75 Reds 4.90

HELP!!

e Student Bar Association
and the Opinion are form
ing a committee to help deal
with The Opinion's finan
cial situation. If yOll are in
terested in helping insure
the long term stability of
YOUR law school newspa
per, then join us in our quest
for financial stability. All
interested students are wel
come. Please contact SBA
Representative Vincent
Gregory, lL, or Editor In
Chief S.A. Cole, or Op/Ed
Editor
Russ
Klein
(rklein@acsu.buffalo.edu)
for information on how you
can hel out.

